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1. Introduction. Let K be a number field,
namely, a finite extension field over the field of
rational numbers. Let p be a prime number, and
K/K a Zp-extension with Galois group F. Denote by Kn the n-th layer of K/K. We write An
for the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class
group of Kn, and Jn,m for the map from An to A m
induced from the inclusion Kn
Km for m _> n
-> 0. Let A- limAn, where the inductive limit
is taken with respect to in,m, and let Jn, be the
natural map from An to A. We denote by/] (K/IO,
[(K/K) the Iwasawa/,/ invariant, respectively, of Ko/K.
In the present paper, we shall prove the following:

Theorem. Let notations be as above. If we
assume that all primes of K which ramify in Koo are
totally ramified in Koo, then
0 ca Ker(Nl,o "A-- Ao)
12 (Koo /K)
co_ Ker(jl,oo A --. A),
where N1, o stands for the norm map from A to A o.

(Koo /K)

This theorem is in analogy to the following
theorem due to Greenberg [1, Theorem 1], though
our proof is based on a method different from [1].
Theorem (Greenberg). Let K be a totally real
number field, and Koo/K a Zp-extension. If we
assume that there is only one prime in K above p,
which is totally ramified in Koo, then
(K,/K) l(K/IO 0 v Ker(jo, .Ao-- A,) Ao.
2. Proof of Theorem. We fix a topological
[F] and vn, m
generator T of /’. Put A

Z

A for rn >_ n

-> 0.

Let L,/K, be the

maximal unramified pro-p abelian extension, and
let X be its Galois group. Put Y= Gal(Lo/
KooL0), where L o is the Hilbert p-class field of K.
Then X is a finitely generated torsion A-module,
and the Artin map induces the isomorphism An
X/vo,nY for all n --> 0 (cf. [2. Theorem 6]). So
we will identify X/o,n Y with
We first prove the following:

-

An.

Proposition.

Ker(jn,oo

A-- Aoo)

Im (Xmite

--+

X/P0,. Y) for

all n >_ 0, where

Xmte

denotes
the maximal finite A-submodule of X.
Proof Since Xfnte is finite, we see that
Pn,mXfnite 0 for some m _> n. Observing the
following commutative diagram (cf. [2, Theorem

71):

X/o,mY

we have

Im (Xmt,

-

T

-

jn

X/vo,nY,

n

X / o, I0

Ker(j,oo A, --* Aoo)

Conversely, let xmod.0,nY X/Vo,nY be any
Aoo). It follows from (1)
element in Ker(jn,oo
for
Y
that 1)n,mX
some
m > n. Hence Vn,mx
Uo,m
Y, that is
Uo,mY for some y

"An--

,,(x- 0,,y)

(2)

0.

@=1

X/X,nt

is embedded in the A-module
A/f’A with finite cokernel, where f A is e’a
prime element. Since X/Vn,m X is finite, 1-I=lf
is prime to Un,m. So we see that the multiplicationby-vn, m map Vn, m X/Xfinite -> X/Xfinite is injecrive. Therefore we have x--Vo,nY Xiinite from
(2). So we obtain x rnod.vo,Y Im(Xm.e -+

X l vo,. IO

[-]

Corollary. Ker(jn,=
0 > Xfinite :/:: 0

An

A=)

:/: 0 for some n

Proof (::>) part is obvious by Proposition.
We assume that Xfinite #: O. It follows from
nO
Vo,nY- 0 that Xmu cZ Vo,nY for some n >_ O.
Therefore we find that Ker(jn,oo’A
Aoo):/: 0 by
[]
Proposition.
(:::>)
Theorem.
part
is
easy
(el. [1,
Proof of
Proposition 2]). We assume that Ker(N,o’A1--*
Ao) Ker(j’l,’A1--*A). From the commutative
diagram (cf. [2, Theorem 7])

-

A
(3)

X/ voa Y

t

NI,

Ao

I

Projection

X/Y,

we see that Ker(Nl,o’A1-- Ao)-- Y/uoaY. It follows from the assumption and Proposition that

